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The new new color coded animal welfare labeling system at a Whole Foods meat department in Duluth, Georgia. ((Photo by

Erik S. Lesser/for The Chicago Tribune) / November 11, 2010)
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Program gives consumers unprecedented levels of specificity when it comes to
choosing meat to match their principles

By Monica Eng, Tribune reporter

7:17 p.m. CST, November 15, 2010
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Whole Foods Market harbors the same hopes for its
chickens that many parents do for their kids: That they'll get
plenty of fresh air, live at home until they reach maturity and
avoid gaining weight so fast that they can't walk.

These are a few of the animal welfare practices the retailer
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hopes to encourage with a new humane meat-rating system
being piloted in the South and scheduled for national
expansion early next year. If the six-step, color-coded
labeling system works as planned, it could allow American
consumers at many supermarket chains unprecedented levels
of specificity when it comes to choosing meat to match their
principles.

Developed by the Global Animal Partnership, a nonprofit
group made up of farmers, scientists, retailers, sustainability
experts and animal welfare advocates, the rating system aims
to address growing consumer concerns over the way animals
are raised for food. It could also, not coincidentally, boost
sales for certified farmers and participating stores, likely to
include another unidentified major national retailer and
restaurant group in the coming year, according to the
nonprofit.

Its six-step approach establishes baseline standards for all
meat sold in the store, while offering producers an opportunity
to achieve higher ratings as their animal welfare standards
improve based on the program's benchmarks.

Restaurant.com: Get $25 gift certificates for $8 each >>

So, for example, the highest rating (5+, colored green) would go to a chicken that, among other things,
had been bred, hatched and raised on a single farm, lived year-round on pasture covered with at least
75 percent vegetation and had legs that were healthy enough to support it by the time it reached
market weight. And the lowest rating (1, colored yellow) would reflect adherence to several dozen
baseline provisions about feed, antibiotics and treatment, but also a provision that the animal must not
have been caged or crowded.

Slightly different standards are in place for pork and beef, but all three categories emphasize animal
comfort and health, pasture time and remaining on one farm, even through slaughter. Although most
organic standards are not part of the program, organic producers can and have become GAP certified
as well.

While Whole Foods Market was the driving force behind developing the standards, GAP Executive
Director Miyun Park believes they will move well beyond the chain, spurring "massive improvements in
the way animals are raised in this country."

At Trib Nation, reporter Monica Eng writes on why people care so much lately about humane
treatment of their food.

Numerous surveys, from universities to Gallup to the Farm Bureau, show that Americans have
developed a heightened interest in farm animal welfare. Concern over the topic has fueled several
recent ballot initiatives, popular movies ("Food, Inc.") and books ("Eating Animals," "The Omnivore's
Dilemma" and "Animal Factory").

"We get an enormous amount of questions from customers who want to know everything about the
meat and animals, really detailed questions," said Anne Malleau, global animal production and welfare
coordinator for Whole Foods Market. But the program is also aimed at customers who don't want the
gory details so much as assurances that their "food has been humanely produced," Malleau said.

Although the company has no set formula for pricing GAP levels, it did share some examples from an
Atlanta-area store that started rolling out the program in 2009. Grain-fed rib-eye steak rated a Step 1
costs $14.99 lb., while local grass-fed rib-eye, rated Step 4, costs $15.99 lb. And Canadian bone-in
pork chops rated Step 1 cost $6.99 lb., while local bone-in pork chops rated Step 4 cost $7.99 lb.

Whole Foods says that about 1,000 farms have been or are going through third-party GAP auditing,
and a few hundred are awaiting the process. Most are small, regional producers, but they also include
big, national names like Pennsylvania-based chicken producer Bell & Evans (Step 2) and Niman
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Ranch pork producers, which are still in the auditing process.

Bell & Evans Chief Executive Scott Sechler said he's been unimpressed with humane certifiers in the
past.

"But these are a very picky, detail-oriented bunch, and if they stay true to their word, this is going to be
a real, honest and complete program, one that makes sure people are doing it right from the day the
animal is hatched to the day it's put to sleep," said Sechler, who has spent more than $300,000 for his
audits so far. "But if it goes haywire, I'll be the first one to jump off."

When Sechler says "sleep," he is referring to the new slow-induction anesthesia system his company,
which has 8 million chickens, has announce it will introduce in the spring.

Dan Probert, GAP board member and executive director of Country Natural Beef, (rated 3 and 4) is
happy about a system that lets him "differentiate our product and get paid for it."

And Paul Willis of Niman Ranch believes it will expose those who have been slipping below the animal
welfare bar.

Unlike government regulation, the GAP program is all carrot and no stick, offering entrepreneurs very
specific credit for gradual improvements. In turn, they get access to the famously generous wallets of
Whole Foods' customers.

"This is the first time we get to see how much the public is willing to pay for specific practices," said
PETA consultant and GAP board member Steven Gross. "Let's say I'm a meat eater and I think
animals should live on pasture; I would buy a three and above. Or maybe I just want to make sure they
don't live in cages; I would buy a one or a two."

Although consumers have different definitions of "sustainable meat," even loose definitions add up to a
tiny fraction of the nation's meat supply. But GAP says there are 140 million animals raised annually
under its certified standards. Gross expects the number to double next year.

Still, mainstream meat representatives remain dubious.

"The GAP program is basically a 'free-range' program,'" said Richard Lobb spokesman for the National
Chicken Council, which runs its own auditing program . "Only a few producers in the United States
follow the free-range model. Most feel that the needs of the birds can be more efficiently met in a well-
ventilated, enclosed structure that provides a good climate and protects the birds from the elements
and from predators."

As GAP assembled a board to create the standards, it called on folks from all over the meat map, from
ranchers to vegans.

"When we started the meetings, I sat right next to a rancher wearing my PETA shirt, and he thought I
was the devil incarnate," remembered Gross. "But over time we realized that our goals are the same.
We both want the farmer who treats his animals well to succeed because, in the end, that will reduce
animal suffering."
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